
CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED WARRANTY AND DISCLAIMER

WARRANTY: Shock Doctor, Inc. (“Shock Doctor”) warrants the within mouthguard unit to be free 
from defects in material and workmanship which could cause damage or injury to the sound, 
natural teeth of the purchaser herein when properly used in a supervised athletic contest or 
coach-supervised training session. This warranty shall extend for a period of one (1) year from the 
date of purchase.

Shock Doctor’s obligations under this warranty shall be limited to the lesser of:

i. The actual dental expense incurred by the user; or

ii. $1563 per injured or replaced tooth, up to a maximum liability of $50,000 per incident. 

Shock Doctor’s obligations hereunder shall be reduced by the amount of any insurance collected or 
payable for the damage or injury claimed. This certificate does not provide payment or indemnity 
for orthodontic treatments or preparation of a tooth to be used as an anchor for a bridge.

Shock Doctor shall have no responsibility or liability hereunder unless:

i. The mouthguard was fitted by claimant in accordance with the printed instructions accompany-
ing this warranty; and

ii. A complete written notice of the injury or damage is received by Shock Doctor within thirty (30) 
days after the occurrence of the injury or damage; and

iii. The notice of injury is substantiated by a statement of a licensed dentist providing necessary 
dental treatment within thirty (30) days after the date of injury or damage and a statement of a 
participating game official, if a supervised contest, or a supervising coach or school superintendent, 
if a practice session, that the mouthguard unit was in proper use at the time of injury; and

iv. The within mouthguard unit is returned to Shock Doctor with the written notice of injury. The 
mouthguard unit shall become the property of Shock Doctor upon receipt of return.

This warranty is made in lieu of all other warranties, express or implied, including but not limited to 
the implied warranty for a particular purpose and any implied warranty arising out of a course of a 
dealing, custom, usage or trade. Except as is otherwise expressly provided herein, Shock Doctor 
disclaims all liability for loss, injury or damage based upon negligent design or defects in materials 
and workmanship for the within mouthguard.

Keep this dental warranty, disclaimer and store receipt in your records. In case of injury, 
mail mouthguard, store receipt, the notice of injury and accompanying statements to 
Shock Doctor, Inc.

Shock Doctor, Inc., 11488 Slater Avenue, Fountain Valley, CA 92708
Phone: (800) 233-6956  |  Fax: (888) 446-5999  |  www.shockdoctor.com

©2019 Shock Doctor, Inc.
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TO FIT THIS MOUTHGUARD YOU WILL NEED:
> Large clear safety glass measuring cup or bowl
> Hot water - Not boiling 
   (Approximately 140-150 degrees F Max)  

> Slotted spoon or fork
> Mirror

MICROFIT
FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING - NOT FOR USE WITH BRACES
ALWAYS protect mouthguard from heat environments such as hot dashboards and hot car interiors.

NEVER CHEW or DISTORT mouthguard which can damage it and reduce fit and e�ectiveness.

STORE at Room Temperature, preferably in a clean mouthguard case.

CLEAN and Rinse after each use.

NOTE: Mouthguards are best stored in mouthguard cases while not in use. Clean your 
mouthguard regularly by washing under hot water. If using soap, rinse the mouthguard 
thoroughly before wearing.    

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Heat water to between 140 F and 150 F. DO NOT BOIL. Water should be just hot enough 
that you can’t quite dip your finger in it. [Fig. 1]

2. Place mouthguard in water, detailed side up, until MicroFit mouthguard softens.            
Check the softness of the mouthguard with the spoon or fork. DO NOT KEEP IN WATER 
TOO LONG. This could be 30-40 seconds. 

3. Once mouthguard is soft, carefully remove MicroFit mouthguard from water with a      
slotted spoon or fork. Keep MicroFit mouthguard flat. If needed, you can gently 
pull/stretch the MicroFit mouthguard if it looks like it has shrunk in size. Do not let it          
fold over onto itself. [Fig. 2]                                              

                •    Do not rush - you have time to get a great fit

 4. While looking in the mirror and using two hands to support the MicroFit Mouthguard, 
place the mouthguard in your mouth with front teeth centered and aligned with the 
recessed center guide to line up teeth in the middle of the guard.  Bite down gently.  
Carefully remove the MicroFit mouthguard and look at the teeth impressions to make     
sure they are centered along the arch.  If not centered, realign. [Fig. 3+4+5]

5. Gently bite down on MicroFit mouthguard and use tongue to press the material into         
back of teeth while lifting and pressing the edges up on the front teeth with your fingers. 
Use fingers to mold the MicroFit mouthguard to cover the rest of your teeth. Press evenly. 
[Fig. 6+7+8]

6. With teeth firmly clenched on the whole mouthguard, close lips and begin to suck out        
air until the MicroFit mouthguard hardens to a close, comfortable fit.  Continue to push        
on the lips and cheeks to form. [Fig. 9+10]

If you are unhappy with your fit, simply place your formed MicroFit mouthguard back in the hot 
water and wait for the material to soften and repeat fitting.  If needed, you can gently 
pull/stretch the mouthguard back to a flat shape.

DO NOT OVERHEAT
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